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Didactical tools: textbooks

• Why in the era of internet books and textbooks are still 
important/ more important than earlier?

• What is the difference between good and „a mere”
texbooks

• Principles of didactics in books: fast access, clarity, 
visualisation 

• Inter-disciplinary aspects in books/ textbooks

• General education (biology, mathematics, languages) 

• Physics (Lesson II)

• Astronomy (Lesson III)

• „Toruń tex-books” series (Lesson IV) 



We start, as usual, from?

From Aristotle (at least in our, Western Europe culture)

https://ia802504.us.archive.org/24/items/
worksofaristotle04arisuoft/
worksofaristotle04arisuoft_bw.pdf



• EVERY systematic science, the humblest and the noblest alike, seems to 
admit of two distinct kinds of proficiency; one of which may be properly 
called scientific knowledge of the subject, while the other is a kind of 
educational acquaintance with it. 

• For an educated man should be able to form a fair off-hand judgement as 
to the goodness or badness of the method used by a professor in his 
exposition. 

• To be educated is in fact to be able to do this; and even the man of 
universal education we deem to be such in virtue of his having this ability. 

• It will, however, of course, be understood that we only ascribe universal 
education to one who in his own individual person is thus critical in all or 
nearly all branches of knowledge, and not to one who has a like ability 
merely in some special subject. 

• For it is possible for a man to have this competence in some one branch 
of knowledge without having it in all 

Aristotle: „educated man should…”

Aristotle, On the Parts of Animals, Book 1, html by S. Thomas
https://web.archive.org/web/20040203175505/http://etext.library.adelaide.edu.au/a/a8pa/book1.html



Aristotle: woodpecker…

Aristotle, Historia Animalium, Book IX, Chapter IX
https://ia802504.us.archive.org/24/items/worksofaristotle04arisuoft/worksofaristotle04arisuoft_bw.pdf

The woodpecker does not squat on the ground, but pecks at the bark of 
trees to drive out from under it maggots and gnats when they 
emerge, it licks them upwith its tongue, which is large and flat.

• It can run up and down a tree in any way, even with the head 
downwards, like the gecko-lizard. For secure hold upon a tree, 
itsclaws are better adapted than those of the daw; it makes its way 
by sticking these claws into the bark. 

• One species of woodpecker is smaller than a blackbird, and has 
small reddish speckles ; a second species is larger than the 
blackbird, and a third is not much smaller than a barn-door to hen.



Linneus: plants classification

J. Rostafiński, O. Seidl „Key to recognizing plants”, PWRiL, 17th edition, 1962

How to distinguish a pine (Pinus) from a larch (Larix)?



B. Gibbons, P. Brough, The Hamlyn Photographic Guide to Wild Flowers of Britain and Norther Eruope, 1992

This is an „atlas”, colourful, but no so didactic as previous „key”
which was more systematic in deducing features, not only showing
Poorer tool – more thinking?

Are you able to recognize a plant?



Cognitive didactics: birds

How many woodpeckers exist?
Big, middle, small, green, black

All clear, on just one page

J. Sokołowski, Polish Birds. Atlas. PZWS 1965



Cognitive didactics: birds

D. Graszka Petrykowski, Birds. Professional guide for observers begginers, KDC 2004



Australian
parrots

M. Morcombe, 
Field Guide to Australian Birds. 
Complete Compact Edition
Steve Parish, 2004. 

Simple exceptional!
Australia is continent
of birds: no woolfs, no foxes
no cats.

This guide in a glimpse
allows you to find the class
of the bird or place where
They live. 



Australian
parrots

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Grzegorz_Karwasz

These what you see on my hands are not Australian parrots, but living-like, three-
coloured proton and neutron, made of 3 quarks each. See more on Physics and Toys 
at http://dydaktyka.fizyka.umk.pl/zabawki1/ and on Modern Physics at:

Principle of visualisation by real, touchable objects brought beyond imagination.



Quarks: parots or iron cubes?

Electron, proton, quark are shown as points. Also Earth seems a point seen from far space
If 1 Greek eurocent is „lepton”, so a proton is 2.3x1837=4.2 kg iron cube
And quarks, confined in it, uud, are green, red and blue „dogs”



Stork: white or black? Heron: grey or white?

Make tomorrow some excercises in recognizing birds.
Sign, how many names you can attribute to birds seen.

We learn/ teach Nature, to trigger discovery abilities

E. Zarych, Ptaki Polski, Biały Kot
Kraków, 2014



Cognitive didactics: languages

M. Gotti, il mio primo dizionario di inglese, Atlas, Bergamo, 1984 

?

Language capacities are like a puzzle,
with pieces related to mental categories

Not only funny, 
but also pedagogical



Cognitive didactics: languages

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, Longman, 1978
L. Melzi The Bantam New College Italian & English Dictionary, 1988

?

Classifying tables

Any second foreign language allows you
to enrich the range of mental categories



Iohannes Amos Comenius
Orbis sensualium pictus

hoc est
Omnium principalium in Mundo Rerum, et in Vita Actionum,

Pictura et Nomenclatura

Pueri solent ludere vel Globis fictilibus, 
1.vel iactantes Globum, 2.ad Conas, 
3. vel mittentes Sphaerulam per Annulum, 
5. Clava, 4.versantes Turbinem, 6. Flagello, 
7. vel iaculantes Sclopo, 8. et Arcu
9. vel incedentes Grallis, 10.vel super 

Petaurum, 11. se agitantes et oscillantes.

Sunt quinque externi Sensus;
Oculus, 1. videt Colores, quid album vel atrum,
Auris, 2. audit Sonos, tum naturales, Voces et Verba;

Nasus, 3. olfacit odores et foetores.
Lingua, 4. cum Palato gustat Sapores, quid dulce aut
amarum, acre aut acidum, acerbum aut austerum.
Manus, 5. tangendo dignoscit quantitatem et 
qualitatem rerum; calidum et frigidum, humidum et 
siccum, durum et molle, laeve et asperum,
grave et leve.
Sensus interni sunt tres;
Sensus Communis, 6. sub sincipite apprehendit res 
perceptas a Sensibus externis. Phantasia, 7. sub 
vertice, dijudicat res istas, cogitat, somniat.
Memoria, 8. sub occipitio recondit singula etdepromit:

Playing with



Cognitive didactics: languages

A. Plejbisz & Z. Moykowski, Gramatyka języka angielskiego, PZWS, Warszawa,1948



Cognitive didactics: languages

A. Chiari & A. Caioli, Grammatica della lingua italiana, Felice, Firenze, 1948

?



L. De Cesari, Dizionario degli error e dei dubbi gramaticali, Tascabili Economici Newton, 1995 Roma

Languages: 
auxiliaries

Need not foreign words
when own are enough nice



Languages: auxiliaries



Languages: idiomatic expressions

Polish: „drop an eye” (glimpse)
„other side if the medal”
„stone heart” (= „ice heart)



Not only English: Audio lessons

Some people say that Japanese
alphabet is a simplified version of
Chinese



Korean: moveble characters before Gutenberg

Korean alphabet has 24 simple characters



Arab „calligraphy” is an art



Noam Chomsky: speaking is innate

Chomsky, Noam, Language and Mind, Cambridge: University Press, 2005. 
See also: N. Chomsky, Recent Contributions to the Theory of Innate Ideas, 
The Philosophy of Language, ed. J. R. Searle, Oxford University Press,

Noam Chomsky (2005, p. 177) states that also human linguistic capabilities prove 
some innate “cognitive powers”, differently than in animals’ communication: 

We can add another insight of seventeeth-and eighteenth-century 
philosophy, with roots as far back as Aristotle’s analysis of what were 
later interpreted as mental entities: that even the most elementary 
concepts of human language do not relate to mind-independent objects 
by means of some reference-like relation between symbols and 
identifiable physical features of the external world, as seems to be 
universal in animal communication systems. Rather, they are creations of 
the “cognoscitive powers” that provide us with rich means to refer to the 
outside world from certain perspectives, but are individuated by mental 
operations that cannot be reduced to a “peculiar nature belonging” to the 
thing we are talking about, as Hume summarized a century of inquiry.



World history is a part of culture

J. Wolski, Atlas historyczny świata,3rd ed. PPWK, Warszawa, 1992

It helps you to understand and valourize
other people persons

G. Karwasz, J. Kruk,
Ideas and implementations of interactive didactics
Exhibition, Science Centers and Musea,
UMK, Toruń, 2011



Non-cognitive didactics: geometry

Z. Kryłowska, Geometry. Lyceum 2nd class, PZWS 1974

Such a formulation of Talet’s
is smart for mathematicians,
but not much clear to pupils



Great mathematician: simple textbook

S. Banach, Differential and integral calculus, 6th ed. PWN, 1957



Conclusions
• Book (paper sheets put together) remain one of the greatest 

inventions of humanity

• It is also (still) the most important didactical tool

• Absolutely necessary is to operate with different approaches and
types of books

• Foreign languages are absolutely necessary, not only to 
communicate, but to enrich the range of mental terms that one 
has them ready in the mind:

• No terms, no thinking

• So, the native language, with its reachness, is absolutely 
necessary

• Finally, it is useful to have on shell many books

• Copernicus (Nicolaus, not Andreas) has as much as 16: he used 
to spend all money he had. Now his books are in Uppsala, 
Sweden (luckily)

See you at the second part: Physics



P.S. 

„Man is not held to read all the books that he could. On the 
contrary: it would be even loosing of time which he can 
devote to do good operas”

Descartes
La recherche de la vérité par la lumière naturelle 1676 (?)

Also Thomas Edison wanted as a child to read all books.

But opening a good book is always an (intellectual) 
adventure.

GK


